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Searching for ethical limits in 
knowledge

Taking in account family doctors are working in multiple fields

Jerome Bosh. MBA Lisbon

What right does medicine have to invade 
all fields of life? 2



Taking in account family doctors are working in complexity

Chaos

Stacey diagram

Pared. SubTe. Buenos Aires

What right does 
the patient have 
not to be in 
agreement?
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M.Jamoulle Prevention levels

Taking in account family doctors are working at multiple levels of patient demand

Antonio Berni. .Juanito. Detail
Museo Fortabat . Buenos Aires

What right to ask for what the patient does not ask for?
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Hélio Oiticica, Metaesquema, 1958
MALBA, Buenos Aires

Taking in account family doctors are always missing something

What right to know everything about a human being? 5



Symptom Suitcase (Jean Carpentier †, Paris, 1989) 

Through symptoms, one can read : transition [passage], signs [signes], wandering 

[errance], work [travail], unemployment [chomage], family [famille], neighbors

[voisins], certainty [certitude] elsewhere [ailleur], dreams [rèves] ghosts [fantasme] 

history [historie] be the significance and influences of the symptom

What right to go 
behind the 
symptom ?
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One can hardly say
bioethics

in Family Medicine will be easy

Museo Fortabat
Buenos Aires



Context

Gathering
Classifying
Indexing
Seeking

Informations

Searching
Understanding

Managing
Inference

Knowledge
Albrecht Durer
S. Jeronimo
M BA Lisbon

J. Momper. 1600
Babel tower
M BA Lisbon
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Classifying is a necessity but don’t eat your patient

Museo Casero. Mataderos
Buenos Aires. 
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Working GP
Uruguay
2015
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8 october 2005 (8th CispClub Workshop, Sables d'Olonne, FR)
Edited January 2006

The French User's Club of the International Classification of Primary Care,
an association affiliated with the WICC (Wonca International
Classification Committee), and better known under the name CISP Club,
has met annually since 1998.

As an ongoing result of these reunions, the present document has been
written by Bruno Seys (GP in Brussels), Madeleine Favre (GP in Paris)
and Michel De Jonghe (GP in Tournai) and edited by Marc Jamoulle (GP in
Charleroi

Charter for an Ethic of Medical Informatics
http://www.cispclub.org/4daction/w3_CatVisu/en/charter-&-ethic.html?wCatIDAdmin=1073

For an ethics of information

De Jonghe, M., Favre, Seys, B., & Jamoulle, M. (April 2006). L’information et l’éthique de l’information ; 
la Charte de l’éthique de l’information. <em>Revue Prescrire, 26 (271), 312-313.(French and English version 
https://hdl.handle.net/2268/171566 

https://hdl.handle.net/2268/171566
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Confidentiality

Who owns the information? Ex: Iceland; 90', personal data, 
inheritance data, genetic data

Belgium; patient authorization
The autorisation is given by sharing the ID card
Two series of digits needed : the National Number and the Number of the ID card
But the patient don’t know that

All hospital based data edited on RSW : Reseau santé wallon 
(Walloon Health Network) but without data management

Uy : pantalla electronica compartida?
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…./ we commit ourselves to develop responsible practices aware of 
the possible abuses caused by the influence of politics, economics, 
science and technology on our practices, we express our 
determination not to compromise on the following ethical 
positions;

Jamoulle, M. (2019). Multilingual re-edition of the COS Declaration (1992) 
https://hdl.handle.net/2268/240091

Declaration of Cos 1992

Dispersed school of health

For a renewal of the Hipocratic Oat

https://hdl.handle.net/2268/240091


A. Berni Museo Fortabat. Buenos Aires
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